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The Robin is Listening
sky is bright and the sun is shining, the grass is green and the
rose is blooming  the red robin sitting on the maple tree is
li-ste-ning to the song I sing for thee.
sky is bright and the sun is shining the
grass is green and the rose is blooming the
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red ro-bin si-tting on the ma-ple tree is li-ste-ning to the song I
sing for thee. Are you listening?
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The Robin is Listening
Are you listening?
Are you listening?
Are you listening?
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The Robin is Listening
The Robin is Listening
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robin is listening

Slow strings
You are the sun  I am your light
You are the sun  I am your light  for -
ev-er you are my heart’s de-light  You are my love

You are my love
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I am your dove       you are the cloud       and       I am your snow
You are my poem

You are my
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The Robin is Listening
poem

I am a wandering verse
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I am your child
You are the earth together we form the

I am your child You are the earth together we form the
sky is bright and the sun is rising the
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grass is green and the rose is blooming the
red robin sitting on the maple tree is
listening to the song I sing for thee.
listening to the song I sing for thee. Are you lis-
Am I a little robin listening
Are you listening?
The robin is listening?
cries the robin is listening

The robin is listening
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